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Perspective of PresenterPerspective of Presenter
•• Observations of wildfires, experimental Observations of wildfires, experimental 
outdoor fires, prescribed fires outdoor fires, prescribed fires –– since 1972 since 1972 –– 
Canada, US, Australia and New ZealandCanada, US, Australia and New Zealand
•• Unit leader for Extreme fire behavior Unit leader for Extreme fire behavior –– 
CIFFC Wildland Fire Behavior Specialist CIFFC Wildland Fire Behavior Specialist 
Course (1996Course (1996--2008); instructor for lecture 2008); instructor for lecture 
and exercises on prediction of spottingand exercises on prediction of spotting
•• PROMETHEUS Spotting & Breaching PROMETHEUS Spotting & Breaching 
SubSub--committee Chaircommittee Chair
•• Consider myself a Consider myself a ““Dirt Fire Behavior Dirt Fire Behavior 
ResearcherResearcher”” & a & a ““Student of Fire BehaviorStudent of Fire Behavior””



Extreme fire behaviorExtreme fire behavior represents a level of represents a level of 
fire activity that often precludes any fire fire activity that often precludes any fire 
suppression action.  It usually involves one suppression action.  It usually involves one 
or more of the following:or more of the following:

•• High Rate of Spread & IntensityHigh Rate of Spread & Intensity

•• Crowning Crowning 

•• Prolific Spotting Prolific Spotting 

•• Large Fire WhirlsLarge Fire Whirls

•• WellWell--developed developed 
Convection ColumnConvection Column



““A fire should be regarded as A fire should be regarded as 
capable of developing capable of developing 
extreme fire behavior if in its extreme fire behavior if in its 
early stages it has a early stages it has a 
tendency tendency to spot for any to spot for any 
considerable distance, say, considerable distance, say, 
600 feet 600 feet [183 m][183 m] or more.  or more.  
Such spottingSuch spotting indicates the indicates the 
presence of  updrafts or presence of  updrafts or 
whirlwinds capable of lifting whirlwinds capable of lifting 
up embers large enough to up embers large enough to 
burn half a minute or longer burn half a minute or longer 
before reaching the groundbefore reaching the ground..”” 
–– George M. Byram (1959)George M. Byram (1959)



Spotting occurs when a fire produces 
sparks or embers that are carried by 
the wind and start new fires beyond 
the zone of direct ignition by the main 
fire.

DefinitionDefinition



Slope and gravity will cause burning Slope and gravity will cause burning 
material (e.g., logs, ponderosa pine material (e.g., logs, ponderosa pine 
cones) to roll downhill and cross cones) to roll downhill and cross 
control lines, possibly resulting in control lines, possibly resulting in 
upslope "runs".upslope "runs".



Mechanisms of Heat Transfer and Mechanisms of Heat Transfer and 
Fire SpreadFire Spread

Spotting is synonymous with solid mass transportSpotting is synonymous with solid mass transport



SignificanceSignificance
•• Threat to the safety of human life Threat to the safety of human life 
(firefighters and the general public)(firefighters and the general public)

•• Exacerbate fire suppression Exacerbate fire suppression 
activities and plansactivities and plans

•• Leading cause of structural lossesLeading cause of structural losses
in wildlandin wildland--urban interface (WUI) fire urban interface (WUI) fire 
disastersdisasters

•• Common cause of escapes on Common cause of escapes on 
prescribed firesprescribed fires



WATCH OUT! SITUATION #16WATCH OUT! SITUATION #16

© Forest Ranger Rick Henion

GETTING FREQUENT SPOT FIRES ACROSS LINEGETTING FREQUENT SPOT FIRES ACROSS LINE



1949 Mann Gulch Fire1949 Mann Gulch Fire

13 Firefighter Fatalities13 Firefighter Fatalities



Goal of Wildland Fire Behavior ResearchGoal of Wildland Fire Behavior Research
Provide simple, timely answers to the following Provide simple, timely answers to the following 

types of questionstypes of questions::

•• What will be the head fire rate of spread?  What will be the What will be the head fire rate of spread?  What will be the 
area, perimeter length, and forward spread distance after 1 area, perimeter length, and forward spread distance after 1 
hour, 2 hours, 3 hours, and so on?hour, 2 hours, 3 hours, and so on?
•• Will it be a highWill it be a high--intensity or lowintensity or low--intensity fire?  Will it be a intensity fire?  Will it be a 
crown fire or a surface fire?  How difficult will it be to contrcrown fire or a surface fire?  How difficult will it be to control ol 
and extinguish?  Will mechanical equipment and/or air tankers and extinguish?  Will mechanical equipment and/or air tankers 
be required, or can it be handled safely by a suppression be required, or can it be handled safely by a suppression 
crew?  Will the mopcrew?  Will the mop--up efforts require more time than normal?up efforts require more time than normal?
•• Is there a possibility of it Is there a possibility of it ““blowing upblowing up””?  Is so, will it produce ?  Is so, will it produce 
a towering convection column or have a winda towering convection column or have a wind--driven smoke driven smoke 
plume?  plume?  What will be the spotting potential What will be the spotting potential –– shortshort-- or longor long-- 
range?range? Are fire whirls and/or other types of wildland fire Are fire whirls and/or other types of wildland fire 
vortexes likely to develop?  If so, when and where?vortexes likely to develop?  If so, when and where?



FUELSINPUTSINPUTS WEATHER TOPOGRAPHY SITEIGNITION
RISK

FIRE MODELSFIRE MODELS
&&

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

FIRE BEHAVIOR FIRE IMPACTS

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
APPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONS

FORECASTINGFORECASTING
FIRE DANGERFIRE DANGER

CONTROLLINGCONTROLLING
WILDFIRESWILDFIRES

PRESCRIBEDPRESCRIBED
BURNINGBURNING

EVALUATINGEVALUATING
ECOLOGICALECOLOGICAL

EFFECTSEFFECTS

FIRE IGNITION

FUELSFUELS
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

• Ease of ignition
• Probability of sustained 

flaming ignition
• Probability of sustained 

smoldering ignition 
• Probability of x number of 

lightning fires
• Probability of  x number of 

human-caused fires

•Rate of spread
•Fire intensity
•Flame height
•Flame length
•Flame depth
•Residence time
•Burn-out time
•Fire shape & growth
•Fire acceleration
•Fuel consumption
•Spotting distance/density
etc.

•Scorch height
•Defoliation height
•Stem mortality
•Stem damage
•Soil heating
•Depth of burn
•Mineral soil exposure 
•% duff reduction
•Tree mortality
etc.

Conceptual Model of ScientificallyConceptual Model of Scientifically--based Forest Fire Managementbased Forest Fire Management
(adapted from  Burrows 1994)(adapted from  Burrows 1994)



The inThe in--fire video fire video 
footage taken footage taken 
during the during the 
International International 
Crown Fire Crown Fire 
Modelling Modelling 
Experiment Experiment 
(ICFME) vividly (ICFME) vividly 
showed the showed the 
significance of significance of 
saturated, shortsaturated, short-- 
range spotting to range spotting to 
the fire spread the fire spread 
process. process. 



ShortShort--range spotting (i.e., up ~200 m) range spotting (i.e., up ~200 m) 
is very common in high intensity firesis very common in high intensity fires



MediumMedium--range spotting (i.e., between range spotting (i.e., between 
~200 m ~200 m -- 2 km) is less common2 km) is less common



European Research Project on Spotting (1999European Research Project on Spotting (1999--2000) 2000) 



LongLong--range Spotting Recordsrange Spotting Records
On the fires near On the fires near 
Gippsland, Victoria in Gippsland, Victoria in 
March 1965 March 1965 ““... one well ... one well 
authenticated spot fire authenticated spot fire 
started 18 miles [29 km] started 18 miles [29 km] 
ahead of the main fire.  ahead of the main fire.  
This is certainly an This is certainly an 
Australian record.Australian record.”” ---- A.G. A.G. 
McArthur (1968. The fire McArthur (1968. The fire 
control problem and fire control problem and fire 
research in Australia. research in Australia. 
Proc. 6th World Forestry Proc. 6th World Forestry 
Congress.)Congress.)



Victoria, Australia Victoria, Australia –– February 2009February 2009
A New Record???  21 miles or 34 kilometres?A New Record???  21 miles or 34 kilometres?



Haines and Smith Haines and Smith 
(1987) report that (1987) report that 
the 1976 New Miner the 1976 New Miner 
Fire in central Fire in central 
Wisconsin, burning Wisconsin, burning 
in jack pine stands, in jack pine stands, 
produced spot fires produced spot fires 
up to 4 km. up to 4 km. 



Spot fire distance of ~5 km reported during Spot fire distance of ~5 km reported during 
2003 fire season in British Columbia2003 fire season in British Columbia

Spot FireSpot Fire



Brian Stocks (CFS ON)  speculated on a Brian Stocks (CFS ON)  speculated on a 
possible spot fire distance of ~7 km resulting possible spot fire distance of ~7 km resulting 
from a prescribed fire escape in August 1995from a prescribed fire escape in August 1995



The prediction of spot fire behavior from a The prediction of spot fire behavior from a 
mathematical modelling standpoint is a mathematical modelling standpoint is a 
difficult problem because of the large difficult problem because of the large 
number of factors involved.  number of factors involved.  

Consider for exampleConsider for example::
•• Probability of production of firebrandsProbability of production of firebrands
•• Wind speedsWind speeds
•• Fire intensityFire intensity
•• Number of firebrandsNumber of firebrands
•• Type of firebrandsType of firebrands
•• Fuelbed type is receptive to ignitionFuelbed type is receptive to ignition
•• Probability of ignitionProbability of ignition
•• Weather and fuel conditions favorable for fire Weather and fuel conditions favorable for fire 
spreadspread



•• Learning convection Learning convection 
column with moderate column with moderate 
surface winds that surface winds that 
strengthen with height.strengthen with height.

•• Rapid, erratic spread with Rapid, erratic spread with 
both shortboth short-- and longand long-- 
distance spottingdistance spotting

•• No rising convection No rising convection 
column under strong column under strong 
surface winds.surface winds.

•• Very rapid spread driven Very rapid spread driven 
by combined fire and wind by combined fire and wind 
energy; frequent closeenergy; frequent close--in in 
spotting.spotting.

Smoke Pattern/Convection Column Types (Kerr et al. 1971)Smoke Pattern/Convection Column Types (Kerr et al. 1971)



The prediction of spot fires involves two The prediction of spot fires involves two 
separate issues:separate issues:

Spotting DistanceSpotting Distance
(i.e., transport of the firebrand)(i.e., transport of the firebrand)

Probability of IgnitionProbability of Ignition
(i.e., by the firebrand)(i.e., by the firebrand)

Prediction or estimation could be Prediction or estimation could be 
accomplished by accomplished by past experiencepast experience, from , from 

case studiescase studies oror other means of empiricalother means of empirical 
data collectiondata collection and/or models.and/or models.



““Behavior records including rate of spread where Behavior records including rate of spread where 
made during 33 days of observation on 10 large made during 33 days of observation on 10 large 
fires in Oregon and Washington.  With one fires in Oregon and Washington.  With one 
possible exception, most of the spread resulted possible exception, most of the spread resulted 
from windfrom wind--carried embers that started spot fires carried embers that started spot fires 
ahead of the main fire.  As fuels become drier, ahead of the main fire.  As fuels become drier, 
volume of fuel greater, or wind stronger, rate of volume of fuel greater, or wind stronger, rate of 
spread by spotting increasedspread by spotting increased.  Spot fires .  Spot fires ¼¼--mile mile 
[0.4 kilometres][0.4 kilometres] ahead of the main fire were ahead of the main fire were 
common and in a few cases spot fires suddenly common and in a few cases spot fires suddenly 
appeared as far as two miles appeared as far as two miles [3.2 kilometres][3.2 kilometres] 
ahead of any other visible fire.ahead of any other visible fire.””

from Annual Report from Annual Report –– 19511951
PacificPacific Northwest Northwest 

Forest and Range Experiment StationForest and Range Experiment Station
USDA Forest SUSDA Forest Serviceervice



Kiil et al. (1977) Kiil et al. (1977) 
reported spotting reported spotting 
distances up to distances up to 
about 1.9 km on the about 1.9 km on the 
2600 fires that 2600 fires that 
occurred in Alberta occurred in Alberta 
between 1965between 1965--1969.  1969.  
They found that the They found that the 
average maximum average maximum 
spotting distance spotting distance 
was 300 m and was 300 m and 
occurred when winds occurred when winds 
exceed 40 km/h.exceed 40 km/h.



Bunting and Wright (1974. Bunting and Wright (1974. Journal of ForestryJournal of Forestry))
Texas Prescribed FiresTexas Prescribed Fires



SPOT SPOT 
FIRE FIRE 

TRANSPORTTRANSPORT



We certainly donWe certainly don’’t know enough about t know enough about 
all the factors affecting spotting to all the factors affecting spotting to 
estimate how many spot fires might estimate how many spot fires might 
occur under certain conditions.occur under certain conditions.



The distance a firebrand might be thrown is The distance a firebrand might be thrown is 
considered to be a function of the height a considered to be a function of the height a 
firebrand is injected into the convection firebrand is injected into the convection 
column as dictated by the power of the fire column as dictated by the power of the fire 
and then in turn on the ambient wind speed.and then in turn on the ambient wind speed.



Frank Albini Frank Albini 
initially developed initially developed 
a model for a model for 
predicting the predicting the 
maximum spot maximum spot 
fire distance from fire distance from 
burning trees in burning trees in 
1979.1979.





In the 1980s, Albini In the 1980s, Albini 
subsequently subsequently 
extended the extended the 
general model form general model form 
to burning piles to burning piles 
(e.g., windrows) (e.g., windrows) 
and windand wind--driven driven 
surface fires in surface fires in 
open fuel types open fuel types 
(e.g., grass, slash, (e.g., grass, slash, 
shrublands) as well shrublands) as well 
as simplified terrain as simplified terrain 
situations.situations.



The Albini The Albini maximummaximum spotting distance spotting distance 
models do not include:models do not include:

1.1. The likelihood of firebrand material.The likelihood of firebrand material.
2.2. Availability of optimum firebrand Availability of optimum firebrand 

material. material. 
3.3. The probability of spot fire ignition.The probability of spot fire ignition.
4.4. The number of spot fires.The number of spot fires.

All of these models are primarily designed All of these models are primarily designed 
for conditions of intermediate fire severityfor conditions of intermediate fire severity
(i.e., perhaps up to 1(i.e., perhaps up to 1--3 km).3 km).



The Albini models are not The Albini models are not 
applicable to firewhirls.applicable to firewhirls.



There has been limited documented There has been limited documented 
evaluation of these modelsevaluation of these models

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The following is from Rothermel (1983):The following is from Rothermel (1983):

““But But they never underpredictthey never underpredict””..



““Although substantiating data Although substantiating data 
are scanty and will likely are scanty and will likely 
remain so, I have remain so, I have 
successfully predicted spot successfully predicted spot 
fire distances using Albinifire distances using Albini’’s s 
(1979) procedure.  I have (1979) procedure.  I have 
monitored weather monitored weather 
conditions and observed conditions and observed 
spot fire distances on many spot fire distances on many 
occasions during 1977 and occasions during 1977 and 
the years since.  A suitable the years since.  A suitable 
value for the number of trees value for the number of trees 
[6] burning simultaneously [6] burning simultaneously 
was found by using observed was found by using observed 
and measured conditions ...and measured conditions ...””

A TestimonialA Testimonial



Albini Albini 
MaximumMaximum
SpottingSpotting

Distance ModelsDistance Models

3 Firebrand 3 Firebrand 
Sources:Sources:

•• Torching   Torching   
tree(s)tree(s)

•• Pile BurningPile Burning
•• WindWind--drivendriven
Surface FiresSurface Fires



A firebrand from a single torching tree or a burning pile is A firebrand from a single torching tree or a burning pile is 
lifted straight up and then carried by the prevailing wind.lifted straight up and then carried by the prevailing wind.

This is compared to a firebrand from a windThis is compared to a firebrand from a wind--driven driven 
surface fire, which is carried some distance downwind surface fire, which is carried some distance downwind 
from the firefrom the fire--front where the thermal originated before it is front where the thermal originated before it is 
carried by the prevailing wind.carried by the prevailing wind.



Common to all 3 Firebrand SourcesCommon to all 3 Firebrand Sources
Mean Cover HeightMean Cover Height

•• Range: 0Range: 0--91 m 91 m 
•• If forest is open, divide by 2, otherwise retain   If forest is open, divide by 2, otherwise retain   
full heightfull height

•• Vegetation over which the firebrand is travellingVegetation over which the firebrand is travelling

6.16.1--m Open Wind Speedm Open Wind Speed

•• Range: 0Range: 0--159 km/h159 km/h
•• Decrease 10Decrease 10--m Open Wind by 15% to m Open Wind by 15% to 
approximate 6.1approximate 6.1--m (20 ft) Open Wind as perm (20 ft) Open Wind as per
Lawson and Armitage (2008).Lawson and Armitage (2008).



Ridge/Valley Elevational DifferenceRidge/Valley Elevational Difference

Range: 0Range: 0--1219 m1219 m

Ridge/Valley Horizontal DistanceRidge/Valley Horizontal Distance

Range: 0Range: 0--6 km6 km

Spotting Distance Source LocationSpotting Distance Source Location
(1) Midslope, Windward Side(1) Midslope, Windward Side (2) (2) Valley BottomValley Bottom

(3) Midslope, Leeward Side(3) Midslope, Leeward Side (4) (4) RidgetopRidgetop



For Torching TreesFor Torching Trees
SpeciesSpecies
•• Engelmann SpruceEngelmann Spruce
•• DouglasDouglas--fir & Subalpine Firfir & Subalpine Fir
•• HemlockHemlock
•• Ponderosa Pine & Lodgepole PinePonderosa Pine & Lodgepole Pine
•• White PineWhite Pine
•• Balsam Fir & Grand FirBalsam Fir & Grand Fir
•• Slash Pine & Longleaf PineSlash Pine & Longleaf Pine
•• Pond Pine & Shortleaf PinePond Pine & Shortleaf Pine
•• Loblolly PineLoblolly Pine
DiameterDiameter--atat--Breast Height or DBH (range: 13Breast Height or DBH (range: 13--102 cm)102 cm)

Tree Height (range: 3Tree Height (range: 3--91 m)91 m)

Number of Trees Torching (range: 1Number of Trees Torching (range: 1--30)30)



For Burning PilesFor Burning Piles

Continuous Flame Height Continuous Flame Height 
Range: 0.3 Range: 0.3 -- 30 m30 m

For WindFor Wind--driven Surface Firesdriven Surface Fires

Flame Length Flame Length 
Range: 0.1 Range: 0.1 -- 30 m30 m



Albini Spotting Model for Active Crown FiresAlbini Spotting Model for Active Crown Fires
(applicable to level terrain only)(applicable to level terrain only)

Developed under contract in 1998 based on financial Developed under contract in 1998 based on financial 
support from several Canadian fire management agencies support from several Canadian fire management agencies 
(coordinator: M.E. Alexander).  Effort currently underway to (coordinator: M.E. Alexander).  Effort currently underway to 
publish in a scientific journal. publish in a scientific journal. 

InputsInputs::
•• Average Crown Top Height of Forest CoverAverage Crown Top Height of Forest Cover
•• Average Height of Flame Above Canopy Top Average Height of Flame Above Canopy Top 
(observed/estimated or inferred from Fire Intensity)(observed/estimated or inferred from Fire Intensity)
•• Mean Wind Speed at Canopy Top or at Some Height in the Mean Wind Speed at Canopy Top or at Some Height in the 
““ OpenOpen”” (e.g., 10(e.g., 10--m open wind) in which case the Measured m open wind) in which case the Measured 
Height is enteredHeight is entered
•• Minimum Diameter of Char Cylinder Firebrand Reaching Minimum Diameter of Char Cylinder Firebrand Reaching 
the Surface or Size Upon Alighting the Surface or Size Upon Alighting 
•• Maximum Firebrand Diameter Alighting DiameterMaximum Firebrand Diameter Alighting Diameter



Maximum Firebrand Diameter Alighting DiameterMaximum Firebrand Diameter Alighting Diameter

A firebrand of A firebrand of 10 mm10 mm in diameter upon reaching in diameter upon reaching 
the surface the surface “…“… should be expected to start spot should be expected to start spot 
fires promptly upon alightingfires promptly upon alighting”” and that firebrands and that firebrands 
as small as as small as 1 mm1 mm in diameter in diameter “…“… often will not often will not 
start spot fires [immediately], but they may initiate start spot fires [immediately], but they may initiate 
smouldering combustion in the duff or litter smouldering combustion in the duff or litter 
(fermentation layer) on the forest floor, to emerge (fermentation layer) on the forest floor, to emerge 
as flaming fire starts after a considerable delay.as flaming fire starts after a considerable delay.”” ---- 
Frank Albini (1999. Unpublished contract report)Frank Albini (1999. Unpublished contract report)





PROBABILTIYPROBABILTIY
OF OF 

IGNITIONIGNITION



Sole Sole 
U.S. U.S. 
probability probability 
of ignition of ignition 
guidelineguideline



Probability of Spot Fire IgnitionProbability of Spot Fire Ignition
Laboratory Study by Blackmarr Laboratory Study by Blackmarr 

(1972) at the Southern Forest Fire (1972) at the Southern Forest Fire 
Laboratory, Macon, GeorgiaLaboratory, Macon, Georgia

Slash pine needle litter fuelbedsSlash pine needle litter fuelbeds



Blackmarr (1972) Ignition Probability StudyBlackmarr (1972) Ignition Probability Study



Single miniature matchSingle miniature match
50% P50% Pigig –– 19%19% MCMC

Single kitchen matchSingle kitchen match
50% P50% Pigig –– 22%22% MCMC

3 kitchen matches3 kitchen matches
50% P50% Pigig –– 30%30% MCMC

Blackmarr Blackmarr 
(1972) study (1972) study 
illustrates illustrates 
not only the not only the 
importance importance 
of moisture of moisture 
content on content on 
ignition ignition 
probability probability 
but the but the 
significance significance 
of firebrand of firebrand 
size.size.



CFS 2CFS 2--minute Test Fire Program minute Test Fire Program –– 19301930--19611961



CFS 2CFS 2--min test min test 
fire study near fire study near 
Prince George, Prince George, 
BC carried out in BC carried out in 
the mid to late the mid to late 
60s60s





Probability of Sustained Flaming IgnitionProbability of Sustained Flaming Ignition

Lawson and Dalrymple (1996)Lawson and Dalrymple (1996)



Latest analysis of Latest analysis of 
22--min test fire min test fire 
data and models data and models 
for predicting the for predicting the 
probability of probability of 
sustained flaming sustained flaming 
combustioncombustion



Weir (2004. Weir (2004. Fire Management TodayFire Management Today) ) 
Oklahoma Prescribed FiresOklahoma Prescribed Fires



Suggestions & Closing RemarksSuggestions & Closing Remarks



Spotting Workshop Spotting Workshop 
held in Edmonton held in Edmonton 
in 2004 to discuss in 2004 to discuss 
spotting spotting 
considerations in considerations in 
PrometheusPrometheus



Spotting is implicitly accounted for the FBP Spotting is implicitly accounted for the FBP 
System rate of spread models. System rate of spread models. 

Fuel Type C-3 (Mature Jack or Lodgepole Pine

Looking for a spotting effect on fire spread rate is not seen asLooking for a spotting effect on fire spread rate is not seen as fruitful. fruitful. 



Most forest or wildland fires start from a point.Most forest or wildland fires start from a point.



Porter Lake Experimental Point Source Fire P2Porter Lake Experimental Point Source Fire P2

2 min2 min

4 min4 min

9 min9 min

12 min12 min



Porter Lake Experimental Point Source Fire P2Porter Lake Experimental Point Source Fire P2

14 min14 min



Alexander and Cruz (2006. Alexander and Cruz (2006. Can. J. For. Res.Can. J. For. Res.))
Spotting Separation Distance ModelSpotting Separation Distance Model

Assuming a Assuming a 
nominal nominal 
spread rate spread rate 
of 35 m/min of 35 m/min 
(2.1 km/h), (2.1 km/h), 
spotting spotting 
distances distances 
would have would have 
to exceed to exceed 
300300--700 m in 700 m in 
order to order to 
increase the increase the 
overall rate overall rate 
of advance.  of advance.  
InIn--draft draft 
effects are effects are 
not not 
considered.considered.

ID = Ignition 
Delay
(elapsed time 
between a 
firebrand 
landing, 
ignition and 
fire spread)



Focus in Focus in PROMETHEUSPROMETHEUS should be on should be on 
judging whether spotting can overcome judging whether spotting can overcome 

major barriersmajor barriers to fire spreadto fire spread



Strong winds blowing over mountainous topography Strong winds blowing over mountainous topography 
often cause very complex fire behavior patterns.often cause very complex fire behavior patterns.



Insect and Disease Killed Forest Stands Produce Insect and Disease Killed Forest Stands Produce 
Numerous Spot FiresNumerous Spot Fires



Get to know the literature wellGet to know the literature well



Get up to speed on the Get up to speed on the 
latest research on spottinglatest research on spotting



Bear in mind the Bear in mind the 
““Fire Behavior Prediction ParadoxFire Behavior Prediction Paradox””

(Rothermel 1987) we commonly fall into (Rothermel 1987) we commonly fall into 

 The models and systems The models and systems 
aren't accurate enough.aren't accurate enough.

 The models and systems The models and systems 
are too complicated.are too complicated.

The resolution of either one of The resolution of either one of 
these problems worsens the other.these problems worsens the other.

Presumably, crude but reliable decision aids Presumably, crude but reliable decision aids 
are needed at the field level.are needed at the field level.



Typical Spotting DistancesTypical Spotting Distances

< 50 m:  Very common< 50 m:  Very common
Up to 200 m:  CommonUp to 200 m:  Common

>2.0 km:  Uncommon>2.0 km:  Uncommon

66--8 km:  Rare8 km:  Rare

Common Ignition Threshold in the Boreal Forest?Common Ignition Threshold in the Boreal Forest?
Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC) > 90Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC) > 90

Be able to match Theory vs. RealityBe able to match Theory vs. Reality



The Course of Wildland Fire Behavior Prediction Science?The Course of Wildland Fire Behavior Prediction Science?
Sparse and Infrequent Sparse and Infrequent 

ObservationsObservations

Observational Observational 
Errors Errors 

Incorrect Interpretation Incorrect Interpretation 
of Observationsof Observations

Theoretical  Theoretical  
MisunderstandingMisunderstanding

Oversimplified Oversimplified 
Models Models 

ControversyControversy Further Refinement of Further Refinement of 
Unimportant DetailsUnimportant Details

Code ErrorsCode Errors Unrealistic Unrealistic 
AssumptionsAssumptions

Crude Diagnostic Crude Diagnostic 
Tools Tools ConfusionConfusion Further MisunderstandingFurther Misunderstanding

Coincidental Agreement Between Coincidental Agreement Between 
Theory and Observations Theory and Observations 

Management Management 
Directives Directives 

PublicationPublication

Computer ModelsComputer Models



The End The End –– Questions? Comments? Questions? Comments? 
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